
GAL 14 

 

Well, since TODAY is a continuation of what we began discussing LAST WEEK… 

And since what we began discussing LAST WEEK has essentially TAKEN us away from our verses  
in GALATIANS chapter 3…(though it is what we find in the first 6 verses of that chapter) that 
prompted THIS DISCUSSION… 

SINCE that is the CASE…(and the fact that we have a lot of material to get through BEFORE we 
can GET back to those VERSES) I am not going to HAVE US begin (this morning) by READING 
those verses…(though this will be a part of our STUDY in GALATIANS (and therefore labeled 
according to that series)… 

Which brings ME to WHAT I do want to DO to BEGIN our time of study in GOD’s Word---and that 
is WHAT we ALWAYS DO (before We begin—OR—as a means to beginning) regardless of 
whether or NOT I read  a particular TEXT to start our time—AND that is ASK the LORD’S 
BLESSING on that TIME… 

And so let’s GO to the Lord as we always DO—and do that right NOW… 

PRAY 

“ESCAPE FROM REASON” “A CRISIS OF REASON”---those are both phrases I used last week as 
part of my intro INTO GALATIANS chapter 3 verses 1 through 6. 

And the REASON I did that (I said those things) is BECAUSE that (I believe) is the STATE of our 
nation TODAY… 

We are a people WHO are no longer think… 

And when I say “think” I am referring to PROPER or CORRECT thinking… 

THINKING which is LOGICAL (versus illogical). 

As a whole, we as Americans HAVE lost that… 

BY in large the population of this country NO LONGER operates according to GOOD REASONING 
skills. 

We are (instead) TOSSED to and fro BY OUR FEELINGS (which has become for most---the KEY 
VARIABLE in how they make decisions: “How does it feel?” 

Feelings ARE the NEW MIND in AMERICA … 



An APPEAL to UNREASON (which is what feelings truly are) is the NEW standard for determining 
what is right and what is wrong… 

The GOOD NEWS is (however), we are not the first to be plagued with this problem… 

It HAS been there ever since SIN entered the WORLD (AND) it is (also) what plagued the 
churches in GALATIA… 

They were churches who were NO longer making their decision about the GOSPEL based on 
REASON… 

They were INSTEAD churches WHO HAD--as Paul says in VERSE 1 of chapter three—been 
“bewitched” BY ILLOGICAL thinking…   

ILLOGICAL, UNREASONED thinking WHICH meant that what they now possessed as the GOSPEL 
was false (and damning)… 

AND so in an attempt to BRING them BACK to the TRUE (or SOUND) GOSPEL MESSAGE, Paul 
strikes at the heart of the BEAST… 

HE (in verses 1 through 6 of chapter three) REASONS with them LOGICALLY…(exposing through 
such LOGIC the deficiency of their current position)---and establishing (for us) YET ANOTHER KEY 
(the tenth key) to getting the GOSPEL RIGHT (which as we have discussed ) is the GRAND THEME 
of the book of GALATIANS (it is book which instructs us in HOW to GTGR)… 

SO (though we are not going to be in the book of GALATIANS today)—this nonetheless is the 
basis for OUR DISCUSSION—and the OUTLINE that we will (continue to follow this morning)… 

10.  GTGR requires logical thinking. 

Which brings ME to where we left off LAST TIME—and WHY we will NOT be addressing those verses in 
GALATIANS (just yet) which establish this tenth truth… 

THE REASON we are NOT jumping (just yet) into those verses is BECAUSE (as I mentioned) we as a 
NATION also HAVE a problem in this AREA of REASON or LOGIC (which btw if you haven’t figured it 
out—that is how I am using this word “reason”—in the proper sense—to refer to logic—or logical 
thinking)… 

The DIFFERENCE (I fear) between US (and those Paul is dealing with in Galatians) is ONE of ABILITY… 

Whereas we both are plagued BY illogical thinking—we (also) CARRY the unique (and additional) 
problem OF NOT knowing HOW to do any different (NOR are we convinced that it is necessary)---AND 
that is NEVER more true than it is within the CHRISTIAN community… 

 NOT ONLY do we not KNOW HOW apply good reasoning skills or logical principles to what we read in 
our BIBLES so that we can understand what they are SAYING and interpret them correctly---BUT we are 
also NOT SURE we NEED to… 

IOW:  WE DO NOT KNOW what LOGICAL THINKING looks like—NOR that it is NECESSARY to the 
CHRISTIAN FAITH. 



And so, as a primer to our EXPOSITION of GALATIANS 3:1-6 (and the very logical arguments we find 
there)—we have taken the time to DISCOVER WHY this DISCIPLINE of the MIND is so important (as well 
as what it does indeed require and look like)---BUT we only GOT as far as the middle of our first point! 

Which means that is where we ARE going to continue NOW… 

SO (again) from last WEEK—here is the first point (and why WE NEED to be logical thinkers if we are 
going to GET the BIBLE (and truly understand God and this world He has created for us)…BECAUSE… 

10.1. God is a logical Being, Who has created everything and communicated through His Scriptures in 
a logical way. 

And though we don’t have time to REHASH everything we discussed under this first point, I do need to 
REMIND of the FIRST TWO LAWS of LOGIC which we covered under it---since this ties DIRECTLY into 
where we are going TODAY as we finish those LAWS (which are 4 TOTAL)---and if we have time—move 
into to other important truths related to this subject of LOGIC. 

Here then, are those TWO LAWS of LOGIC we covered last week (and which are absolutel;y vital for 
you to understand) since they are used (as we saw) all over the Bible (and are key to our 
interpretation of the BIBLE and GTGR): 

(#1) Law of Identity = The meaning and scope of “X” is bound by the context/argument in which 
it is found (i.e. the author’s context—not your own!).  

The fallacy associated with this 1st Law (and which those in our examples are guilty of): 
Equivocation = to give meaning or scope to “X” which is not supported by the author’s 
context/argument (i.e. you take it out of its context!) 

(#2) Law of Non-Contradiction = “X” cannot equal “non-X” in the same context/argument. 

And that brings us then to our new material and this third LAW so important to understanding 
the BIBLE and GTGR… 

10.1.3.3. (#3) Law of the Excluded Middle = Though “X”, cannot “non- X” (in the same context)-- 
that doesn’t mean there are only two choices since it is possible for “non-X” to be more than 
more thing: e.g. “The book of the Bible Johnny read was either Galatians (“X”) or it was not 
Galatians (“non-X”): If it was not Galatians (however) that does NOT MEAN it has to be 
Ephesians (that Johnny read) since there are 64 other books (in the Bible) which also represent 
“non-X”--- which it could have been—or maybe--- the answer is “none of the above” since 
Johnny forgot to read his Bible! 

The fallacy (then) associated with this 3rd law is posing everything (esp. choices) in an “either-or” 
fashion which DOES not consider there may be a “middle” option which is being excluded (this 
btw is known as the “fallacy of the excluded middle” or a “false dichotomy” (e.g. Joh 9:1-2—(3); 
Mat 22:23-28—(29-30).  

 

 



Example of how people mess this up today and violate this 3rd law =   In their view of the love of 
God: “He either loves everybody the same or He is not a God of love”—never considering there 
could be the third option: God’s love is different for the elect than it is the non-elect .  This form 
of “either-or” illogical thinking tends to follow the more immature into all of their thinking---
(though with some things there are only two options or choices: e.g. heaven or Hell) everything 
(in their thinking is this way).  It is formed as though there are only two choices/options—when 
IN many cases and with many things there are other distinctions/options.  IOW: precision which 
allows them to see such distinctions is lacking (like in the case of God’s love—or even the love 
we are called to have: e.g. Deu 19 v Deu 13).  The Scripture (however) uses and demands that 
we use this very important Law (of precision) if we are to properly understand its contents (this 
is again why the Corinthians were missing Paul’s instruction regarding the sexually immoral in 
1Co 5—b/c in their minds he was either speaking about everybody—or nobody at all). 

10.1.3.4. (#4) Law of Rational inferences = Valid premises (or truths) can be used to draw valid 
conclusions of like kind (i.e. of the same scope of certainty --meaning that if my premises’ are 
simply probabilities then the most my conclusion can be is also just a probability).   

The main point NOT to miss with this Law:  There is consistency in the universe!  Consistency 
which allows us to place one truth alongside another relevant truth and based on the analysis of 
those truths come to certain conclusions which are accurate and trustworthy. This is why (and 
how) math works: it is based on the Law of rational inferences (inferences referring to 
premises’—or or proposed truths)  

(e.g.): 

 P1: the number 2 = 2 counts 

P2: the number 4 = 4 counts 

C1: 4 is two counts greater than 2 (4-2 = 2) 

C2: 6 counts is the sum of 2 counts and 4 counts (2+4 = 6).   

As it relates to language:  

P1: The Bible reveals the Father, Son and Holy Spirit to be separate persons (Mat 3:16-17) 

P2: The Bible is the authoritative book for establishing what is the Christian religion (i.e. 
Orthodox v. Heterodox) (2Ti 3:16) 

C1: The doctrine of the Trinity is Christian 

C2:  Any religion which denies the doctrine of the Trinity is not Christian 

C3:  Any person who rejects the doctrine of the Trinity is rejecting the authority of the Bible. 

Rational Inference oftentimes comes in the form of one premise, then the conclusion—what we 
call “conditional statements”, (and are usually structured something like this: “If this (premise), 
then this (conclusion)”). 



The Law of Rational Inferences is the “engine of logical thinking” (how we reason/ think in a 
logical way)---and it THEREFORE is the BASIS of every argument/teaching in the BIBLE!  It is even 
supported (as the process we should use by the Bible – Isa 28:10). 

(e.g. Mat 22:31-33):  

P1: The Scriptures are the authority on the resurrection (and whether it exists) 

P2: The Scriptures continues to refer saints’ relationship to God in the present tense even after 
they are dead (31-32a“I am the God of…” versus “I WAS the God of…”) 

C: There is a resurrection which those dead are experiencing right now (32b) 

C2: Jesus knows how to rightly divide His Bible (2Ti 2:15—i.e. “handle/divide”=logically reason ) 
and is a far better teacher than the popular Bible teachers of His day (the Sadducees) (33)! 

 (e.g. 1Jo 4:11):  

P1:  God so loved us 

P2: (implied) The Bible teaches we are to be imitators of God (Eph 5:1)  

C: We also ought to love one another. 

The Law of Rational Inference is invaluable to understanding NOT only arguments in the Bible 
(since many are constructed using it), but also the GOSPEL… 

(e.g. “The good news of AL in JX…”---this we claim is the gospel preached from Genesis to 
Revelation---HOW DO we know that?—The LAW of RI! 

P1: Jesus is the specific person within the Godhead who makes redemptive covenant w/men in 
the Bible: (from Moses to Adam to Noah to the Church: 1Co 10:1-9; Jud 1:5; Hos 6:7; 1Pe 3:20; 
Mat 26:28). 

P2:  In each of those covenants promises of AL are made (e.g. Exo 19:5; Gen 12:3; Joh 10:10) 

P3:  The gospel (throughout the Bible) therefore is AL in JX.  

 Fallacies associated with this Law exposed in Scripture: 

 Non-sequitors: conclusion which does not follow the premises: 

 (e.g. Joh 4:16-22: (16-19 context) v20 = Non-Seq: I am a God-follower/Christian b/c I hang out at 
the right place (mountain/geographical location); v21 = Non-seq exposed by Jesus: the 
geographical location WHERE you worship is NEVER what makes you a God follower/Christian 
(Act 7:48) which is why God followers will eventually be found all over the world (therefore it 
“does not follow” for you to consider yourself a God-follower b/c of where you worship—since 
that is NOT again the real issue) –WHAT is—is WHO you worship—and you are clueless on that -
v22).  

 



Appeal to the masses (i.e. social proof): premise or conclusion whose support is based solely on 
its acceptance by others (e.g. “That church must be doing something right –look how many 
people they have---or how big they are!”; Why can’t I do it mom, all the other kids are doing 
it!”). 

Appeal to the masses (or social proof) as a means of convincing people is a powerful tool of 
manipulation used by the world all the time to sell you on their product (e.g. canned laughter, 
labeling something as best-selling or fastest growing; seeding the tip jar). 

It is used also by evangelical preachers… 

Dr. Robert Cialdini in his book, “Influence - the Psychology of Persuasion” writes (and I quote), 

 “Evangelical preachers are known to seed their audience with ‘ringers’ who are rehearsed to 
come forward at a specified time to give witness and donations.  For example, an Arizona State 
University research that infiltrated the Billy Graham organization reported on such advance 
preparations prior to one of his crusade visits.  By the time Billy Graham arrives in town and 
makes his altar call, an army of six thousand wait with instructions on when to come forth at 
varying intervals to create the impression of spontaneous mass outpouring” (i.e. they use the 
masses to manipulate others into making a decision—a decision based on the illogical and 
wrong motivation of “I’ll do it because everybody else is”). 

*This BTW may have been part of the reason WHY Paul clams the Galatians to be “bewitched” in 
Gal 3:1---because they have left logical thinking (in regard to discerning what was truth—or the 
true gospel) and were instead “under the spell’ of what was popular with the masses (or at the 
very least—the Christian rock-stars in Jerusalem). 

Jesus confronts and warns against being taken by such illogical thinking/behavior (Luk 6:26; Mat 
24:23-24).  

One more important thing to point out (as it relates to this final LAW) is that the Scriptures 
(themselves) are the plumb-line for all rational inferences –IOW: They determine (and not our 
imaginations or preferences) determine what represent a valid premise (in re: to God or other 
truths).  Which means when we make statements about God or the Christian Faith (how we see 
things or think things should be) we need to make sure those statements have the support of 
Scripture BEFORE we begin to draw conclusions—or make judgments in relation to other things 
or people in relation to them. IOW: We need to make sure they are “valid” premises—b/c much 
false teaching starts with false premises yet is consistent after that.  Which means if you accept 
the false premise, you will be duped into believing their arguments are sound (or biblical) since 
what they conclude is logically consistent with their premises (yet again thouhg—their premises 
are not—e.g. P:  We cannot lose our justification; C: What we do after receiving justification 
doesn’t matter).  

In conclusion (then) of this first point, I think it is clear to see that Logic, then, is embedded in 
Scripture. This is why God Himself can call us to “come and reason with Him”—because the structure 
of REASON (logical thinking) is the STRUCTURE of His communication to US.  

Let’s PRAY 


